Abstract: Spherical black hole (BH) solutions in Einstein-Maxwell-scalar (EMS) models wherein the scalar field is non-minimally coupled to the Maxwell invariant by some coupling function are discussed. We suggest a classification for these models into two classes, based on the properties of the coupling function, which, in particular, allow, or not, the ReissnerNordström (RN) BH solution of electrovacuum to solve a given model. Then, a comparative analysis of two illustrative families of solutions, one belonging to each class is performed: dilatonic versus scalarised BHs. By including magnetic charge, that is considering dyons, we show that scalarised BHs can have a smooth extremal limit, unlike purely electric or magnetic solutions. In particular, we study this extremal limit using the entropy function formalism, which provides insight on why both charges are necessary for extremal solutions to exist.
Once embedded in string theory, the dilaton φ controls the string coupling, which is related to the vacuum expectation of the asymptotic value of the dilaton, g s = e φ∞ . Therefore, a consistent analysis of hairy BHs in string theory should consider a dynamical dilaton whose asymptotic value can vary [24] (see, also, [25] for a resolution of the appearance of the scalar charges in the first law of thermodynamics). This need, however, is mitigated by the attractor mechanism [26, 27] : the near horizon data (particularly, the entropy) of extremal BHs is independent of the asymptotic values of the moduli. The mechanism is based on a simple physical intuition; when the temperature vanishes, there is a symmetry enhanced near horizon geometry: AdS 2 × S 2 . The infinite long throat of AdS 2 yields the decoupling between the physics at the boundary from the physics at the extremal horizon [28] . A similar decoupling plays a central role in the AdS/CF T duality (see, e.g. [29, 30] ).
EMS models with more generic non-minimal couplings (than the dilatonic one) between the scalar field and the Maxwell term are also of interest. For example, such models were considered in cosmological inflationary scenarios [31, 32] . In the context of BHs, it was recently realised that a family of couplings can trigger a spontaneous scalarisation of the RN BH [33, 34] . In this class of EMS models, unlike the aforementioned dilatonic models, the RN BH is a solution. For sufficiently large charge to mass ratio, however, the RN BH becomes unstable against scalar perturbations and dynamically grows a scalar field profile; it becomes energetically favourable to scalarise. The hair growth stalls due to non-linear effects leading to a scalarised BH (to be distinguished from dilatonic BH). The fundamental scalarised charged BHs, which are the ones formed dynamically are, moreover, perturbatively stable [38] [39] [40] and therefore represent the endpoint of the non-linear evolution of the unstable RN BHs. Consequently, these scalarised BHs are an example of dynamically grown scalar hair.
The scalarised BHs studied up to now contain only electric charge. They possess no extremal limit. Rather, a critical solution is attained for the maximal charge a BH can support, which (numerical evidence suggests) is singular. This parallels the status of dilatonic BHs. For the latter, however, the introduction of an additional magnetic charge leads to dyonic BHs with an extremal (non-singular) limit, which have been constructed for specific couplings [41] [42] [43] . Given the importance of extremal solutions, it is interesting to inquire which are the properties of the family of dyonic scalarised BHs and, in particular, of their extremal limit.
In fact, the considerations above suggest a comparison between dilatonic and scalarised BHs can be instructive. The purpose of this paper is to perform such a comparison, for the canonical dilatonic coupling and the reference model of scalarised solutions introduced in [33] . Our results, within this comparative study, include: (i) the introduction of a general framework to study EMS for any scalar non-minimal coupling; (ii) the first study of dyonic scalarised BHs; (iii) establishing that extremal scalarised BHs indeed exist (only) when both electric and magnetic charges are present; and (iv) the study of the corresponding near horizon geometries via the attractor and entropy function formalism of [44] [45] [46] . This paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we present the EMS models and propose a classification of the BH solutions, based on the behaviour of the coupling function. We also derive the zero mode of the RN BHs for the models that allow BH scalarisation. Section 3 contains a discussion of the non-extremal BHs for both two classes of solutions (dilatonic and scalarised). In Section 4, we study the extremal BHs toghether with the corresponding near horizon geometries, using the attractors formalism. We conclude in Section 5 with a discussion and some further remarks. The Appendix contains a brief review of the known exact solutions, all of which occur for a dilatonic coupling.
The EMS model

The action and equations of motion
The EMS family of models is defined by the following action (we set c = G = 4πǫ 0 = 1)
where R is the Ricci scalar, F µν = ∂ µ A ν − ∂ ν A µ is the Maxwell field and φ is the scalar field. The coupling function f (φ) governs the non-minimal coupling of φ to the electromagnetic field.
From the outset we are excluding an axion-type coupling of the scalar to the electromagnetic field, as well as any sort of self-interaction of the scalar field. The model may, of course, be generalised in these directions. The field equations obtained by varying the above action principle with respect to the field variables g µν , φ and A µ are
3)
An ansatz suitable to address both the (generic) asymptotically flat solutions and the Robinson-Bertotti (near horizon) geometries reads
The gauge 4-potential ansatz compatible with the symmetries of (2.5) contains an electric potential V (r) and a magnetic term, 6) where P =constant is the magnetic charge. The scalar field is a function of r only, φ ≡ φ(r). The Maxwell equation (2.4) yields a first integral
where Q=constant is the electric charge (measured at infinity), and henceforth a prime denotes a derivative w.r.t. the radial coordinate r. The equations of motion (2.2)-(2.4) are invariant under the electro-magnetic duality transformation
In what follows, we shall assume, without any loss of generality, that both Q and P are positive and that 9) such that for scalarised BHs, the (electric) solutions in [33, 34] are recovered as P → 0.
The coupling function and a classification of EMS models
The RN BH is a solution of (2.2)-(2.4) with f (φ) = 1, φ=constant and 
A representative example of coupling for this class is the standard dilatonic coupling 12) in which case we refer to φ is a dilaton field. The arbitrary nonzero constant α is taken to be positive without any loss of generality. Indeed, the solutions remain invariant under the simultaneous sign change (α, φ) → −(α, φ). Thus, flipping the sign of α simply corresponds to flipping the sign of φ. The coupling (2.12) appears naturally in KaluzaKlein models and supergravity/low-energy string theory models. Three reference values for the coupling constant α in (2.12) are:
Some exact, closed form BH solutions of (2.2)-(2.4) with (2.12) are known and presented in Appendix A. Other exact solution examples in this class (with a non-dilatonic coupling) are given in [47] .
Class II or scalarised-type. In this class of EMS models φ(r) = 0 solves the field equations. Thus RN is a solution. This demands that
This condition is naturally implemented, for instance, if one requires the model to be Z 2 -invariant under φ → −φ. The RN solution, however, is (in general) not unique. These EMS models may contain a second set of BH solutions, with a nontrivial scalar field profile -the scalarised BHs. Below some conditions for this to occur are discussed. Such second set of BH solutions may, or may not, continuously connect with RN BHs. This leads to two subclasses.
Subclass IIA or scalarised-connected-type. In this subclass of EMS models, the scalarised BHs bifurcate from RN BHs, and reduce to the latter for φ = 0. This bifurcation moreover, may be associated to a tachyonic instability, against scalar perturbations, of the RN BH. Considering a small-φ expansion of the coupling function 
The instability arises if µ 2 eff < 0, which in particular requires 17) and with the opposite sign of F µν F µν . A reference example of a coupling function in this subclass, which we consider in this work is [33] 
a case which is also relevant in cosmology [31, 32] . Depending on the coupling, this subclass could also contain another family of disconnected scalarised BHs, akin to the ones of class IIB below.
Subclass IIB or scalarised-disconnected-type. In this subclass of EMS models, the scalarised BHs do not bifurcate from RN BHs, and do not reduce to the latter for φ = 0. This is the case if there is no tachyonic instability of RN, for which a sufficient (but not necessary) condition is that
We shall not address further this case in this paper (which, moreover, was not considered yet in the literature), but a representative coupling would be, say,
Condition (2.14) guarantees RN is a solution. But it does not guarantee the existence of scalarised BHs. In the case of purely electric (or magnetic) BHs, two Bekenstein-type identities can be derived, which put some constraints on f (φ) so that scalarised solutions exist. These can be derived as follows.
To derive the first identity, the scalar field equation (2.3) is multiplied by f ,φ and integrated over a spacetime volume. Integrating by parts and discarding the boundary terms, by virtue of the horizon properties and asymptotic flatness, one obtains
The sign of neither term is fixed, in general, and specific considerations are required. For instance, a purely electric field has F 2 < 0; this implies
must hold for some range of the radial coordinate r, otherwise the two terms of the integrand in (2.20) will have always the same sign, making the identity only possible for φ = 0. A second identity is found by multiplying (2.3) by φ, which results, via a similar procedure, in
This imples that for a purely electric field the potential should satisfy the condition
for some range of r. Similar arguments hold for purely magnetic solutions, which implies f ,φφ < 0 and φf ,φ < 0, respectively. No such results can be established in the generic dyonic case, since the sign of F 2 = F µν F µν is not determined, a priori.
Spontaneous scalarisation of dyonic RN BHs: zero modes
Class IIA of EMS models is particularly interesting because it accommodates the dynamical phenomenon of spontaneous scalarisation [33, 34] (see also [35] , [36] , [37] for earlier discussions of charged BHs scalarisation in different models). At the linear level this is manifest in the tachyonic instability (2.16). For a dyonic RN BHs (2.10), F µν F µν = −2(Q 2 − P 2 )/r 4 . Thus, under the assumption (2.9) a tachyonic instability requires f ,φφ (0) > 0. Let us study this instability, generalising the analysis in [33, 34] for the dyonic RN case. Assuming separation of variables, 24) where Y ℓm are the real spherical harmonics and ℓ, m are the associated quantum numbers, i.e. ℓ = 0, 1, . . . and −ℓ m ℓ, the equation for the radial amplitude U (r) reads
where c(r) is given by (2.10). Observe that the term µ 2 eff = (P 2 − Q 2 )f ,φφ (0)/r 2 acts as the effective mass for the perturbations and the condition µ 2 eff < 0 requires f ,φφ (0) > 0, as discussed above.
For spherically symmetric perturbations ℓ = 0, and eq. (2.25) possesses an exact solution which is regular on and outside the horizon and vanishes at infinity 4
where r H is the event horizon radial coordinate and P u is a Legendre function. This solution is physical for f ,φφ (0) > 1/2, a condition which, for the coupling function (2.18) implies
For generic parameters (f ,φφ (0), Q, P, r H ), the function U (r) approaches a constant non zero value as r → ∞,
(2.28) Thus finding the ℓ = 0 unstable mode of a RN BH with given P, Q, M reduces to a study of the zeros of the hypergeometric function 2 F 1 , so that U ∞ = 0.
The value of U ∞ for the coupling function (2.18) and an illustrative value of α is shown in Fig. 1 (left panel) . Therein, the integer n labels the number of nodes of the function U (r) when the correct boundary condition at infinity is met: given a RN background, the solutions with U ∞ = 0 are found for a discrete sequence α n , each one corresponding to a different node number, cf. Fig. 1 (right panel). To simplify the picture, the results in Fig. 1 correspond to P = 0; a similar pattern holds also in the dyonic case. The solution (2.26) yields a dyonic RN BH surrounded by a vanishingly small scalar field. The set of such RN BHs (varying α) constitutes the existence line, the branching line between the RN and scalarised BHs. The latter are the non-linear continuation of the (infinitesimally small) scalar clouds, i.e. the solutions of eq. (2.25). As remarked above, these clouds are labelled by three integer numbers (ℓ, m, n). In what follows, however, we shall restrict our study to the simplest case of nodeless, spherically symmetric configurations. More general configurations in the purely electric case have been discussed in [33, 34] .
Non-extremal black holes
Let us now construct, numerically, the non-linear BH solutions, for both class I and IIA, starting with the non-extremal BHs.
The ansatz and field equations
In the numerical study of the solutions, it is convenient to work in Schwarzschild-like coordinates, with a metric gauge choice b(r) = r, a(r) 2 = e −2δ(r) N (r) and c(r) 2 = 1/N (r). Then, (2.5) becomes:
The function m(r) corresponding to a local mass function, known as the Misner-Sharp mass [48] .
The equations of motion (2.2) and (2.3), together with the first integral (2.7) implies that the functions m, σ, φ solve the ordinary differential equations
which can also be derived from the following effective action:
while V ′ = e −δ Q/(r 2 f (φ)). The Einstein equations also yield a constraint equation,
which can be shown to be a linear combination of equations (3.2)-(3.4) together with the first derivatives of (3.2)-(3.3). It is also of interest to observe that equations (3.2)-(3.4) possess the first integral
where the constant u 0 is fixed by the asymptotics.
To assess possible singular behaviours we remark that the expression of the Ricci and Kretschmann scalars for the line-element (3.1) read:
Asymptotic forms of the solutions
To construct BH solutions, we assume the existence of a horizon located at r = r H > 0. In its exterior neighbourhood, one finds the following approximate solution, valid for non-extremal BHs:
where out of the six parameters, m 1 , δ 0 , δ 1 , φ 0 , φ 1 , v 1 , only two are essential, φ 0 and δ 0 , the remaining being determined in terms of these and the global charges as:
Note that a similar result holds when considering higher order terms in the approximate solution (3.9). For large r, one finds the following asymptotic expansions:
11) The essential parameters introduced in the expansion at infinity (3.11) are the ADM mass M , electric and magnetic charges Q, P , electrostatic potential at infinity Φ e and scalar 'charge' Q s .
The Ricci scalar (3.8) vanishes as r → r H , while the Kretschmann scalar (3.9) reads
Quantities of interest and Smarr law
Two horizon physical quantities of interest are the Hawking temperature and horizon area
these, together with the horizon scalar field value φ 0 compose the relevant horizon data. The Smarr-like relation [49] for this family of models turns out to have no explicit imprint of the scalar hair,
where we have defined a 'magnetic' potential as
One can then compute a first law of BH thermodynamics for EMS BHs, that reads:
A non-linear Smarr relation (i.e. mass formula) can also be established for this family of models, 16) which is derived by evaluating the expression of the first integral (3.7) at the horizon and at infinity, for the approximate form of the solutions (3.9) and (3.11), respectively. Finally, one can prove that the solutions satisfy the virial identity, which is obtained by a Derrick-type [50] 
The model possesses the scaling symmetry 18) where λ > 0 is a constant. Under this scaling symmetry, all other quantities change accordingly, e.g., M → λM , while the coupling function f (φ) is unchanged. Thus, for a physical discussion, we consider quantities which are invariant under the transformation (3.18). Consequently, we introduce the standard reduced quantities
For example, dyonic RN BHs have closed expressions for a H , t H :
In Appendix A we exhibit the corresponding expressions for other dilatonic BHs known in closed analytic form, which are class I solutions. The generic dilatonic dyonic solutions are not known in closed form, which hold also for all scalarised BHs. These solutions are found numerically, by matching the asymptotics (3.9), (3.11). Equations (3.2)-(3.4) are solved by using a standard Runge-Kutta ODE solver and implementing a shooting method in terms of the parameters φ 0 , δ 0 .
The BH solutions
The purely electric BHs
Let us start with our reference class I solutions. The behaviour of the dilatonic BHs with any α > 0 is rather similar, albeit α = 1 is a somewhat special point that separates the family into two subsets with respect to the behaviour of some physical quantities. This can be seen from the study of the exact solutions in Appendix A. For any given α, the branch of dilatonic BHs bifurcates from the Schwarzschild BH (q = 0), rather than RN BHs, and ends in a critical solution which is approached for a certain maximal q where the superscript 'D' refers to dilatonic. The critical solution has, for any α > 0, a singular horizon, as one can see by evaluating the expression (3.12). The reduced temperature t H , on the other hand, goes to zero for α < 1 and diverges for α > 1. The solutions with α = 1 have t H = 1. These features can be seen in Fig. 2 (left panels) , where the behaviour of a H , t H vs. q are illustrated for several values of α. Let us now turn to our reference class IIA solutions. For the purely electric case these have been constructed in [33, 34] . Let us briefly review their basic properties, emphasizing a comparison with class I solutions. Given a value of the coupling constant α > 1/8, the spherically symmetric scalarised BHs bifurcate from the corresponding RN BH, with a given q = q(α) = 0, as discussed above. Keeping constant the parameter α, this branch has a finite extent, ending again in a critical configuration. This limiting solution possess a singular horizon, as found when evaluating the Kretschmann scalar (3.12). The horizon area tends to zero as the critical solution is approached and the temperature diverges, while the mass and scalar charge remain finite. This behaviour parallels that of the dilatonic solutions with α > 1. In the region of the parameter space wherein scalarised and RN BHs exist for the same q, one always finds that the scalarised solutions are entropically favoured over the RN BHs, as it is manifest from the top right panel of Fig. 2 .
The domain of existence of the purely electrically charged BHs of both types will be exhibited below in Fig. 5 , where we also compare it with the dyonic case that we shall discuss next. This domain of existence, in an (α, q)-diagram is bounded by two curves. In the dilatonic case, these curves correspond to the Schwarzschild BH and the line of critical solutions. In the scalarised case, these curves correspond to the aforementioned existence line -the set of RN solutions from which the scalarised BHs bifurcate -and, again, the line of critical solutions.
Finally, we remark that, for both dilatonic and scalarised solutions, along any branch with fixed α, the ratio q = Q 2 + P 2 /M increases and becomes larger than unity at some stage. In this sense, overcharged BHs are possible, in contrast with the RN family.
The dyonic BHs
The purely electric solutions above, for both classes discussed, possess generalisations with a nonzero magnetic charge. The profile functions of illustrative dyonic BHs are shown in Fig. 3 , for both the dilatonic and scalarised cases. Dyonic BHs preserve some, but not all, of the qualitative characteristics of the purely electric solutions. In the dilatonic case, the branch of solutions with a given α starts again from the Schwarzschild limiting solution (which has a H = 1, t H = 1 and q = 0) and ends in a limiting configuration with a H > 0, t H = 0 and q = q max > 0 - Fig. 4 (left panels) . This limiting solution, however, is now an extremal BH (rather than a singular critical solution) and will be discussed in the next Section. Unlike the dilatonic solutions, which exist for arbitrarily small q for any α, scalarised BHs with a given α exist for q > q min only. They bifurcate from a RN BH (with q > 0) and form a branch ending again on an extremal solution with vanishing horizon temperature and nonzero horizon area - Fig. 4 (right panels). As for purely electric solutions, for the same global charges M, P, Q, the scalarised solutions are entropically preferred over the corresponding RN solution.
The domain of existence of the dyonic BHs is shown in Fig. 5 for several values of the ratio P/Q and for both dilatonic and scalarised BHs. In particular, observe that in both cases, the maximal allowed value of q for BHs with a given α decreases as the ratio P/Q increases. In other words, the domain of existence shrinks, as the magnetic charge is increased, for fixed Q. 
Extremal BHs
Numerical construction
To address extremal BHs one needs to impose a different near-horizon expansion to that in (3.9), which accounts for the degenerate horizon. The leading order terms of the appropriate expansion are:
One can show that the next to leading order term in the expression of N (r) is O(r − r H ) 3 .
It is convenient to take r H and φ 0 as essential parameters. Then the field equations imply
Consequently, given an expression of the coupling function f (φ), one can express the value of the scalar field at the horizon φ 0 as a function of P, Q, by solving the equation
The expansion (4.1) contains two free parameter φ c and δ 0 which are fixed by numerics, while δ 1 , v 1 are fixed as
The power k in (4.1) is given by
which, generically, takes non-integer values. However, a non-integer k implies that a sufficiently higher order derivative of the curvature tensor will diverge as r → r H . A minimal requirement for smoothness is that the metric functions N, δ and their first and second derivatives are finite as r → r H ; this yields the condition
On the other hand, for analytic solutions on the horizon (as extremal RN), the power k in the above near horizon expansion (4.1), (4.1) should be an integer. This imposes the condition
For the dilatonic case, condition (4.7) translates to [51, 52] (see also [53] )
again with an integer p. For scalarised solutions with the coupling function (2.18) the condition (4.7) becomes
The extremal solutions share the far field asymptotics (3.11) with the non-extremal ones; moreover, the relations (3.14)-(3.16) hold also for T H = 0.
We have constructed extremal solutions by using the same numerical approach as in the generic non-extremal case. The profile of the various functions resulting from the integration are not particularly enlightening, resembling those in the non-extremal case and shall not be shown here. But we would like to point out a peculiar feature of the extremal scalarised BHs. There exists a (presumably) infinite family of solutions with the same horizon data as specified by (φ 0 , r H ) (or, equivalently, (P, Q)), labelled by their node-number n. This is illustrated in Fig. 6 : the scalar field always starts at the same horizon value; however, the bulk profile is different. As expected for excited states, the mass of these solutions increases with n. We remark no excited configurations were found in the dilatonic case, which always has n = 0.
An analytic approach: the attractor mechanism and entropy function
The numerical construction of the extremal BHs is a difficult numerical task. Let us now provide a different argument for the existence of the EMS extremal dyonic BHs: the existence of an exact solution describing a Robinson-Bertotti vacuum, namely an AdS 2 × S 2 spacetime. As for extremal RN BHs, we expect that this solution describes the neighbourhood of the event horizon of an extremal scalarised BH with nonzero magnetic and electric charges. As we shall see, both charges are mandatory for the Robinson-Bertotti vacuum to exist with a non-trivial scalar field. To search for the Robinson-Bertotti vacuum we consider (2.5) with a(r) 10) and the matter fields ansatz
that is the line element
The constant parameters {v 0 , v 1 ; e, P, φ 0 } satisfy a set of algebraic relations which result from the EMS equations (2.2)-(2.4). However, instead of attempting to solve these, we shall, in what follows, determine these parameters by using the formalism proposed in [44] [45] [46] , thus by extremizing an entropy function. This approach allows us also to compute the BH entropy and to show that the solutions exhibit an attractor-type behaviour. Let us consider the Lagrangian density of the model, as read off from (2.1), evaluated for the ansatz (4.10)-(4.11) and integrated over the angular coordinates,
(4.12) Then, following [44] [45] [46] , we define the entropy function E by taking the Legendre transform of the above integral with respect to a parameter Q,
where Q = ∂E/∂e is the electric charge of the solutions. It follows as a consequence of the equations of motion that the constants {v 0 , v 1 ; e, φ 0 } are solutions of the equations 14) or, explicitly,
The sum of (4.15) and (4.16) leads to the generic relation
Thus, the 'radius' of the AdS 2 is always equal with the one of S 2 in the metric (4.10). Then, the equation (4.18) becomes 
This family of solutions is only possible in the scalarised case. In this case, df /dφ 0 = 0, with φ 0 = 0. Therefore, one obtains the near horizon geometry of the extremal RN BH, with a vanishing scalar field. 22) and, from (4.15),
This family of solutions is possible for both the scalarised and dilatonic cases and demands both Q, P to be non-vanishing.
The scalarisation mechanism is encoded in the existence of two different types of attractor solutions in the scalarised EMS models. This contrasts with the case of the dilatonic coupling, for which condition (4.22) is mandatory and only one type of solutions exists, that requires both electric and magnetic charges to be present. It is straighforward to check that in both cases the entropy function, E, evaluated at the attractor critical point is given by one-quarter of the area of angular sector in (4.10), S = πv 1 .
(4.24)
Finally, we remark that the correspondence of the above parameters with the ones in the near horizon expansion of the extremal BHs in Section 4.1 is straightforward:
Discussion
In this paper we have investigated the properties of static electromagnetically charged BHs with a non-trivial scalar field profile in EMS models, which are described by (2.1). A natural classification of these EMS models arises from the standard RN BH of electrovacuum being, or not, a solution. This divides EMS models into two classes. Class I, or dilatonic-type, does not admit RN as a solution. We have illustrated this class by a well-known family of dilatonic BHs that naturally emerge in the low energy limit of string theory, as well as in Kaluza-Klein theories. Class II, or scalarised-type, admits RN as a solution. The RN BH may, or may not, be continuously connected to the new BHs with a scalar field profile, naturally leading to two subclasses. In class IIA RN is continuously connected to the new BHs. This class contains the models wherein spontaneous scalarisation of the RN BH occurs [33] , dynamically leading to the new scalarised BHs. We have illustrated this class by a particular choice of coupling function, introduced in [33] in this context. In class IIB, RN is not continously connected to the new BHs and the RN BH is not unstable against scalarisation. One of the motivations for this work was to understand the effect of a magnetic charge in the EMS BHs. In the well known dilatonic case, dyonic BHs have a regular extremal limit, whereas purely electrically (or magnetically) charged ones do not; the latter become singular, approaching a critical solution when endowed with the maximal possible charge for a given mass. Given the special features of smooth extremal solutions, it is of interest to understand the status of these solutions in the generic EMS case, since for purely electic scalarised BHs maximal charge led to critical, rather than extremal, solutions [33, 34] . Here we have shown that for scalarised BHs the conclusion is similar to dilatonic BHs (within a certain coupling regime) in this respect: dyonic BHs can have a regular extremal limit. Our analysis also allows constructing such dyonic extremal solutions for arbitrary coupling in the dilatonic case, since solutions where only known (in analytic closed form) for some particular values of the coupling. Morover, despite the defining difference in the two classes of solutions, Fig. 2 and 4 show that these two classes, for the illustrative families, present similar trends in the behaviour of physical quantities.
As evidence for the existence of dyonic extremal scalarised BHs, we have made use of the fact one expects such solutions to have a near-horizon geometry which is, itself, a solution of the field equations. Both for RN and Kerr extremal BHs (when T H = 0), the near horizon geometry has an enhanced symmetry that contains an AdS 2 geometry (for Kerr, there exists a non-trivial fibration of an S 1 on AdS 2 in the near horizon geometry). It was proven in [44, 45] that the existence of AdS 2 factor is, in fact, at the basis of the attractor mechanism for extremal BHs rather than supersymmetry [26, 27] . In string theory, the attractor mechanism provides a non-renormalization theorem for the matching of statistical and thermodynamic entropies of extremal BHs [54] (see, also, section 5 of [55] ). Here, the attractor mechanism provides a clear and simple explanation of why the extremal limit is a naked singularity for solutions with a single charge and a smooth geometry for dyonic BHs. Besides enabling a partial analytical understanding of the extremal solutions, analysing the near horizon geometry provides an insight on how scalarisation leaves a trace at the level of attractors, allowing two families of near horizon geometries.
Let us close considering some future research. It would be interesting to motivate class II models from a more fundamental viewpoint. In this respect, we remark that (2.1) may be viewed as a member of a more general family of low energy string theory actions (see, e.g., [56] ). For example, in four dimensions, the effective string theory can be described by N = 2 supergravity (and its deformations [57] ), with the generic bosonic Lagrangian density
1) The model possesses n s complex scalars z i , i = 1, . . . , n s , coupled to the vector fields F Λ µν in a non-minimal way through the real symmetric matrices F ΛΣ (z,z), R ΛΣ (z,z) and span a special Kähler manifold with the metric h i . The scalar potential V (z,z) originates from electric-magnetic Fayet-Illiopulos terms; a consistent truncation with only one scalar field and a concrete potential was presented in [58] (see, also, [59] [60] [61] ). Despite the existence of a potential for the scalar field, one can consider a situation when the effective cosmological constant vanishes at the boundary even if the self-interaction in the bulk does not [62] exact asymptotically flat hairy black hole solutions with a non-trivial dilaton potential were obtained in [19] . We observe that the moduli metric and coupling with the gauge field can be non-trivial. Depending of their form, the RN BH may, or may not, be obtained as a solution of the theory. For the dilatonic coupling (2.12) and a trivial moduli metric, the limit φ → 0 does not provide a consistent truncation and so RN BH is not a solution of the theory. However, this is not necessarily the case for any metric h i . Finding a concrete realisation of class II models in this context would be very promising.
Amongst the several extension of the discussion herein, including in (2.1) an axion-type term could be interesting, due to the high energy physics motivation for axions. Another obvious extension would be the consideration of solutions with less symmetry, either rotating solutions or solutions connected to zero modes with ℓ = 0.
Finally, as a speculation, one can notice some analogy of the scalarised BHs and the AdS holographic duals of superconductors (the s−wave case) [63] . The general mechanism appears to be the following: for both asymptotics, the RN BH remains a solution of the full model. However, for some range of the parameters, the non-trivial coupling of the scalar field with the Maxwell field gives a tachyonic mass for the vacuum scalar perturbations around the RN BH, with the appearance of a scalar condensate. This implies the occurrence of a branch of scalarised BHs, which are generically thermodynamically favoured over the RN configurations. It would be interesting to further pursue this apparent parallelism in the Minkowskian case, and to investigate the possible relevance of these aspects in providing 'dual' descriptions to phenomena observed in condensed matter physics.
The two free parameters r + , r − (with r − < r + ) are related to the ADM mass, M , and (total) electric charge, Q, by .
(A.4)
The extremal limit, which corresponds to the coincidence limit r − = r + , results in a singular solution (as can be seen e.g. by evaluating the Kretschmann scalar). In this limit, the area of the event horizon goes to zero for α = 0. The Hawking temperature, however, only goes to zero in the extremal limit for α < 1, while for α = 1 it approaches a constant, and for α > 1 it diverges. The reduced quantities (3.19) have the following exact expressions: where 0 x 1 is a parameter.
A.2 Dyonic BHs
A.2.1 α = 1
A dyonic dilatonic BH solution of (2.1), with the dilatonic coupling (2.12) and α = 1, was found in [43] , and extensively discussed in the literature, since it can be embedded in N = 4 supergravity. Taking the form (2.5), it has φ = 1 2 log (r + Σ) (r − Σ) , a(r) 2 = 1 c(r) 2 = (r − r + )(r − r − ) (r 2 − Σ 2 ) , b(r) 2 = r 2 − Σ 2 , (A.5) where 6) and the outer horizon is at r H = r + , while M, Q, P are the mass and electric and magnetic charges. Σ corresponds to the scalar charge, which, however, is not an independent parameter (the hair is secondary):
The extremal limit of the above solution corresponds to r + = r − , in which case one finds two relations between the charges
The horizon area and Hawking temperature of the solutions are
(A.9)
The expression of the reduced quantities is more involved in this case: A dyonic dilatonic BH solution of (2.1), with the dilatonic coupling (2.12) and α = √ 3, was found in [41, 42] . This case arises from a suitable Kaluza-Klein reduction of a five-dimensional vacuum BH. In the extremal limit, one obtains a non-BPS BH that can be embedded in N = 2 supergravity.
The generic solution can be written again in the form (2. In the above relations one defines r ± = M ± M 2 + Σ 2 − P 2 − Q 2 , (A.14)
where, again, the outer horizon is at r H = r + , and
The solution possesses again three parameters M, Q, P which fix the scalar charge Σ via the equation 2 T H = 1 4π r + − r − (r + − r A + )(r + − r A − )(r + − r B + )(r + − r B − ) .
The corresponding expressions for a H and t H as a function of q (and the ratio P/Q) can be derived directly from the above relations; however, they are too complicated to include here.
